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Abstract: Foot strike mode and footwear features are known to affect ankle joint kinematics and
loading patterns, but how those factors are related to the ankle dynamic properties is less clear.
In our study, two distinct samples of experienced long-distance runners: habitual rearfoot strikers
(n = 10) and habitual forefoot strikers (n = 10), were analysed while running at constant speed on
an instrumented treadmill in three footwear conditions. The joint dynamic stiffness was analysed
for three subphases of the moment–angle plot: early rising, late rising and descending. Habitual
rearfoot strikers displayed a statistically (p < 0.05) higher ankle dynamic stiffness in all combinations
of shoes and subphases, except in early stance in supportive shoes. In minimal-supportive shoes,
both groups had the lowest dynamic stiffness values for early and late rising (initial contact through
mid-stance), whilst the highest stiffness values were at late rising in minimal shoes for both rearfoot
and forefoot strikers (0.21 ± 0.04, 0.24 ± 0.06 (Nm/kg/◦ ·100), respectively). In conclusion, habitual
forefoot strikers may have access to a wider physiological range of the muscle torque and joint angle.
This increased potential may allow forefoot strikers to adapt to different footwear by regulating ankle
dynamic stiffness depending upon the motor task.
Keywords: running; biomechanics; footwear; joint work; loading

1. Introduction
There is an ongoing debate on whether the foot strike pattern of long-distance runners plays
a role in defining performance and injury risk in this population [1–3]. Experienced long-distance
runners are able to change their foot strike pattern during a competition [4] or if they are asked to [5].
Their ability to adopt a different foot strike pattern has been often interpreted as a sign of adaptability.
The concepts of “adaptability” and ”ability to adopt different execution patterns”, however, are not
equivalent [6]. Adaptability refers to the level of organisation embodied by the human locomotor
control system [7]; it represents the richness of motor behaviours that equally can accomplish the
task-goal [8]. In contrast, the ability to adopt different execution patterns refers to the ability to change
joint kinematics (and kinetics) without necessarily meeting the task-goal. It is unknown if runners who
adopt different execution patterns (i.e., rearfoot strikers versus forefoot strikers) have developed a
different level of adaptability.
During the stance phase of running, the ankle plays a dominant role in storing and generating
energy for propulsion [9,10]. The mode of foot/ground initial contact may affect the subsequent joint
angle time course and the associated joint stiffness. According to Günther and Blickhan [11], the foot
strike angle, stiffness and running velocity are crucial parameters for coordination of body movement
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dynamics. The concept of dynamic joint stiffness [12,13], defined “quasi-stiffness” by Latash and
Zatsiorsky [14], can be used to characterize the ankle behaviour during the stance phase of running [15].
Here, the ankle exhibits a first loading state in which the internal plantarflexor moment rises during
dorsiflexion, and the periarticular joint structures absorb energy. It follows an unloading state in
which the plantarflexion moment decreases while the joint plantarflexes, and the periarticular joint
structures produce energy. The level of stiffness (that is the variation of joint moment per unit of joint
angle variation) can depend on both (i) structural adaptations of the muscle–tendon units surrounding
this joint and (ii) neural adaptations that control instantly the characteristics of these muscle–tendon
units [16–18]. For instance, long-term adaptations in muscle and tendon architecture in the lower
limb, such as shorter gastrocnemius medialis fascicles [19], thicker Achilles tendon [20] and stiffer
foot arch [21], were found in habitual forefoot strikers, who usually land with a plantar-flexed ankle.
Such adaptations could lead to a different load distribution in the muscle–tendon unit [22], in which
the role of the elastic components is increased and the muscle fibres contract at a slower rate, which is
advantageous for maximal power output and efficiency [23]. Together, both the structural and the
neural adaptations contribute to defining the dimensionality of the system (degrees of freedom of
the neural control system), that is the number of structures (muscles) that can be actively controlled
and can be used to regulate the ankle dynamic stiffness efficiently, according to the mechanical
requirements [24].
Ankle dynamic stiffness can be computed as the slope of the tangent to the moment–angle
curve [12]. Using similar approaches, previous studies investigated dynamic ankle stiffness during
running [9–11]. To our knowledge, Hamill and Gruber [5] were the only researchers testing change
in ankle joint stiffness in two groups of runners with distinct foot strike patterns. Participants were
classified as either rearfoot or forefoot strikers based on the presence of an impact peak on the vertical
ground reaction force and on the ankle angle at landing. Although using these criteria runners may
have been misclassified [25], according to Hamill and Gruber [5], habitual forefoot strikers exhibited a
more compliant ankle and absorbed more (negative) work than habitual rearfoot strikers when running
with their preferred foot strike pattern (forefoot); however, no differences were found with habitual
rearfoot strikers running with a forefoot strike pattern (nonpreferred mode).
It is common for studies concerning running and ankle stiffness to simplify the loading phase of the
moment–angle loop by representing the linear slope from initial foot contact to peak moment [5,15,26–28]
(Figure 1, dashed line). This approach overlooks the potentially meaningful details occurring within
the loading phase. For instance, at initial foot contact, the ankle joint moment increases nonlinearly
with the change in angle (red portion in Figure 1). This state represents the ankle joint response to
foot/ground initial loading. Thereafter, the ankle dorsiflexes slowly, while the ankle moment increases
fast (blue portion in Figure 1).
This is a less compliant condition, representing the loading of the passive structures of the
muscle–tendon units, and can be seen as a different state [29]. Another interesting phase that deserves
attention is the unloading phase (light-blue portion in Figure 1), where the movement of the joint
reverses to plantarflexion and the joint moment decreases. To the best of our knowledge, no studies
have investigated the stance phase of running by considering these three task-relevant subphases of
the moment–angle loop, which we expect to yield a more sensitive insight of the differences between
habitual rearfoot and forefoot strikers.
The aim of this study was to investigate if foot strike loading technique has an effect on the
ankle moment–angle dynamics during the stance phase of running. We expected forefoot strikers
to have lower dynamic stiffness during the loading phase, based on previous findings [5]. We also
expected forefoot strikers to have a higher proportion of negative work relative to positive work
because of their loading technique that allows them to store and return elastic potential energy in the
foot–ankle structure. To test whether habitual foot strike loading technique compromises the control
of ankle stiffness, shoes with different assistive constructs were considered. We expected differences
in ankle stiffness and work ratio between groups to be greater in minimally assistive shoes, due to
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the unfamiliarity of rearfoot strikers to this condition. Because we expected forefoot strikers have
a greater intrinsic foot–ankle adaptability to external loading (i.e., greater ability to control ankle
stiffness),
we expected their (forefoot strikers) ankle stiffness to have a higher time-dependency.3 of
That
is,
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ankle stiffness during unloading will depend more on ankle stiffness during loading in forefoot strikers.
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leg was analysed to this purpose within a short period, from initial ground contact to the time at
which the vertical ground reaction force exceeded a threshold corresponding to body weight. Runners
displaying an internal plantarflexor moment for at least 90% of this period were classified as forefoot
strikers (FFS); conversely, those who displayed an internal dorsiflexor moment for at least 90% of the
analysed period were classified as rearfoot strikers (RFS). This foot strike classification method was
shown to perform best among other conventional methods [25].
2.2. Experimental Protocol
Tests were performed on an instrumented treadmill (Advanced Mechanical Technology Inc.,
Watertown, MA, USA) that collects ground reaction forces [31] at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz.
Three-dimensional kinematics data of the lower extremities was recorded at a sampling rate of 250 Hz
from a 14-camera VICON B-10 system (Oxford Metrics Ltd., Oxford, UK). Kinematic and ground
reaction force data were synchronised using a VICON MX-Net control box and collected through Nexus
2.6 software (Vicon Motion Systems Ltd., Oxford, UK). A biomechanical model was reconstructed from
45 retroreflective markers, placed on proper landmarks of body segments (Appendix A).
After completing a standardized and progressive 7 min warm-up, participants repeated three
times a 5 min running test, with different shoes for each trial; the three shoe models were characterized
by their different minimalist indexes (MI). The minimalist index is a classification that takes into
account structure, flexibility, pronation support and other footwear features, and ranges from 0%
(maximum assistance) to 100% (least interaction with the foot) [32]. The shoes adopted in our
experiments were classified at low-MI (Mizuno® Wave Rider 21, MI = 18%), medium-MI (Mizuno®
Wave Sonic, MI = 56%) and high-MI (Vibram® Five fingers, MI = 96%). The order of presentation was
pseudorandom, which means that combinations were balanced within each group and equal between
groups. Testing speed was fixed for all participants at 11 km/h.
2.3. Data Analysis
Three-dimensional kinematics and kinetic data were analysed in Visual3D software (C-Motion, Inc,
Rockville, MD, USA). A digital low-pass Butterworth filter (4th order, zero lag) was used to smooth raw
kinematic and kinetic data with cut-off frequency of 15 and 35 Hz, respectively. The ankle joint angle
was calculated as the relative angle between the foot and the shank longitudinal axes, and subtracted
to the ankle joint angle computed during subject’s standing calibration posture (reference angle).
Joint moments were computed around the ankle flexion/extension axis (the axis connecting the medial
and lateral malleoli) using Newton–Euler inverse dynamics approach and normalized to body mass.
Stance time was defined by gait events of initial and terminal foot contact (IC and TC) that were
determined by a vertical ground reaction force threshold of 20 N. Stance time was normalised to 101
data points. The ankle (internal) moment was plotted as a function of the corresponding ankle angle
(moment–angle plot), and the resultant curve was subdivided into three functionally relevant phases:
early rising (ERP), late rising (LRP) and descending-phase (DP), similar to Crenna and Frigo [12].
The ERP was defined as the period between an ascending threshold of 0.2 peak plantarflexion moment
and the first identified abrupt change in the statistical properties of the signal (i.e., mean and slope)
going forward. The LRP was defined as the period between a threshold of 0.95 ascending moment to
the first change in the statistical properties of the signal (i.e., mean and slope) going backwards.
The slope of the best regression line interpolating the angle–moment curve in each phase represents
the average ankle joint stiffness (Kankle ) in each functionally relevant phase (Figure S1). The area under
the rising component and the descending component of the curve was integrated using a trapezoidal
approximation. This gives the work absorbed (Wabs , during the loading phase) and the work produced
(Wprod , during the unloading phase), respectively. The net work (Wnet ) produced was computed as
the difference between Wprod and Wabs . Finally, the work ratio (Wratio = Wabs /Wprod ) was computed
and was considered as a measure of muscle efficiency.
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2.4. Statistical Analysis
An initial check for normal distribution (Shapiro–Wilk test) of the dependent variables and
homogeneity of variance (Levene’s test) was performed. A three-way repeated-measures ANOVA was
used to test the effect of the between-factor Group (RFS, FFS) and within-factors Shoe (LOW, MED and
HIGH MI index), and Slope (ERP, LRP and DP) on Kankle . A two-way repeated measure ANOVA was
used to test the effect of the between-factor Group (RFS, FFS) and within-factors Shoe for dependent
variables Wabs , Wprod , Wnet and Wratio . If ANOVA was significant, a posthoc multiple comparison
Tukey’s test was used to determine where the differences were. Pearson Correlation coefficient (r)
was calculated for all couples of dependent variables, while the coefficient of determination (r2 ) was
estimated from a linear regression model run among ERP, LRP, and DP. In case of non-normal
distribution of data, the equivalent nonparametric tests (Kruskal–Wallis test, Dunn’s multiple
comparisons test, Spearman correlation) were used. All statistical analyses were performed using
SPSS (version 25.0. Armonk, NY, USA: IBM Corp.). Statistical significance was set at p < 0.05,
with multiple pairwise comparisons corrected with Bonferroni adjustment method. Magnitude of
changes (effect sizes) was assessed using partial Eta squared (ηp 2 ) for the ANOVA, and Hedges’ g for
pairwise (posthoc) comparisons.
3. Results
No main effect of group was found for Kankle (p = 0.164; ηp 2 = 0.105), but the main effects for shoe
type (p = 0.008; ηp 2 = 0.272) and slope (p < 0.001; ηp 2 = 0.889) were obtained (Table S1). Posthoc analysis
revealed that Kankle was 12% higher in med-MI compared with high-MI shoes (p = 0.007; g = 0.706).
Table S2 and Figure 2 show mean and SD for Kankle in the three subphases of stance and among the
three shoe conditions. Significant differences were found among all subphases: ERP–LRP (0.176 ± 0.01;
0.215 ± 0.01 Nm/kg/◦ ·100) p = 0.001; g = 3.9; ERP–DP (0.176 ± 0.01; 0.091 ± 0.01 Nm/kg/◦ ·100) p < 0.001;
g = 9.5; LRP–DP (0.215 ± 0.01; 0.091 ± 0.01 Nm/kg/◦ ·100) p = 0.001; g = 12.4. Overall Kankle was highest
when
wearing
(although not statistically different from low-MI shoes; p = 0.246); K
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was highest during the late rising phase (LRP) and lowest during the unloading phase (DP).

Figure 2. Mean and SD values for ankle joint dynamic stiffness of FFS and RFS for the three phases
Figure 2. Mean and SD values for ankle joint dynamic stiffness of FFS and RFS for the three phases of
of stance, in the three shoe conditions. ERP early rising phase, LRP late rising phase, DP descending
stance, in the three shoe conditions. ERP early rising phase, LRP late rising phase, DP descending
phase. Shoes conditions are termed as low-MI (LOW), medium-MI (MED) and high-MI (HIGH). MI:
phase. Shoes conditions are termed as low-MI (LOW), medium-MI (MED) and high-MI (HIGH). MI:
minimalist indexes. FFS: forefoot strikers. RFS: rearfoot strikers
minimalist indexes. FFS: forefoot strikers. RFS: rearfoot strikers

Runners in high-MI shoes exhibited a lower stiffness (more compliant ankle) during the impact
Runners in high-MI shoes exhibited a lower stiffness (more compliant ankle) during the impact
phase (ERP) and late rising phase (LRP); during the unloading phase (DP), low-MI shoes allowed the
phase (ERP) and late rising phase (LRP); during the unloading phase (DP), low-MI
shoes allowed the
most compliant ankle. There was a Shoe by Slope interaction effect (p = 0.008; ηp 2 = 0.221; Table S1) for
2
most compliant ankle. There was a Shoe by Slope interaction effect (p = 0.008; ηp = 0.221; Table S1) for
Kankle (Figure 2, Table S2). Pairwise multiple comparisons showed that during the impact phase (ERP),
Kankle (Figure 2, Table S2). Pairwise multiple comparisons showed that during the impact phase (ERP),
Kankle in high-MI shoes was lower compared with that in both low-MI and med-MI shoes (−15%,
Kankle in high-MI shoes was lower compared with that in both low-MI and med-MI shoes (−15%, p =
p = 0.013, g = 1.2; and −16%, p = 0.003, g = 1.25, respectively). During the late rising phase (LRP),
0.013, g = 1.2; and −16%, p = 0.003, g = 1.25, respectively). During
the late rising phase (LRP), Kankle was
Kankle was the highest in med-MI shoes (0.227 ± 0.01 Nm/kg/◦ ·100), but only statistically different from
the highest in med-MI shoes (0.227 ± 0.01 Nm/kg/°∙100), but only statistically different from high-MI
shoes (+12%, p = 0.011, g = 1.58). During the unloading phase (DP), differences between shoes were
only significant for low-MI compared with med-MI shoes (−6%, p = 0.009, g = 0.5).
Figure 3 compares mean moment–angle loops for RFS and FFS. While curves are similar in lowMI shoes, (Figure 3, top) the base (ankle range of motion) is shifted toward the left for FFS. This is
also true for medium-MI (Figure 3, middle), and high-MI shoes (Figure 3, bottom).
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Overall, runners exhibiting high Kankle during the late rising phase (LRP) also have high Kankle
during the unloading phase (DP) (Table 1). For FFS, the correlation between Kankle in the impact
phase (ERP) and in late rising phase (LRP) increased with shoes’ MI, with the highest correlation
(rs = 0.95; p < 0.01) in high-MI shoes. A similar trend was reported for correlations between Kankle
in impact phase (ERP) and in unloading (DP), and between Kankle in late rising phase (LRP) and in
unloading (DP), with highest values in the high-MI condition (rs = 0.84, p < 0.01; rs = 0.89, p < 0.01,
respectively). Values were only significant in high-MI shoe conditions; this means that FFS in high-MI
shoes with high Kankle during impact phase will also have high Kankle during the loading and unloading
phases. For RFS, correlations between Kankle in impact phase (ERP) and in late rising phase (LRP)
and correlations between Kankle in impact phase (ERP) and in unloading (DP) vary irrespectively to
the shoe condition. The correlation between Kankle in late rising phase (LRP) and in unloading (DP)
increased with shoes’ MI, with the highest correlation (rs = 0.92; p < 0.01) in high-MI shoes. This means,
Kankle during impact has less of an effect on the subsequent subphases in RFS; instead, the late rising
phase plays a central role.
In low-MI shoes, both groups presented low regression values (r2 ≤ 0.26, insets in Figure 3).
In medium-MI shoes, Kankle of RFS during the loading phase (LRP) explained 49% of the Kankle
variance during the unloading phase (DP), while for FFS, only 22% was explained. Kankle of FFS in
high-MI shoes depended on the stiffness in the previous phase: that is, stiffness during the impact
phase (ERP) explained 60% of the stiffness variance during the late rising phase (LRP) and 65% of the
stiffness variance during the unloading phase (DP); likewise, stiffness during the late rising phase
(LRP) explained 63% of the stiffness variance during the unloading phase (DP).
We found a main effect of shoes for Wabs and Wprod (p = 0.001, ηp 2 = 0.425; p < 0.001, ηp 2 = 0.517)
but no main effect of group (p = 0.105; p = 0.716) or interaction effects for Groups by Shoes were found
(p = 0.051; p = 0.097) (Table S1). Figure 4 shows that Wprod increased significantly from low-MI to
med-MI shoes (7%, p = 0.004, g = 0.578) and from med-MI to high-MI shoes (11%, p = 0.017, g = 0.657);
while Wabs decreased as an inverse function of shoe MI index, reaching highest values in high-MI shoes
(−32.58 ± 1.71 Nm/kg/◦ ·100). The latter was significantly lower than Wabs in low-MI (−19%, p = 0.002,
g = 0.839) and med-MI shoes (−14%, p = 0.009, g = 0.674). RFS exhibited higher Wnet compared with FFS
(24.99 ± 1.25 versus 19.47 ± 1.25; p = 0.006, g = 4.420); Wnet increased with shoe MI index, with runners
in low-MI shoes exhibiting statistically lower Wnet (−12%; p = 0.007, g = 0.456) compared with those in
med MI-shoes, and compared with those in high-MI shoes (−20%; p = 0.028, g = 0.728).
Rear foot strikers in high-MI shoes had the highest net work values (27.8 ± 8 Nm/kg/◦ ·100)
associated to increased work absorbed (+28% from LOW, p < 0.001 g = 2.09; +16% from MED, p < 0.001,
g = 1.60) and produced (+30% from LOW, p < 0.001, g = 2.17; +21% from MED, p < 0.001, g = 1.17)
(Figure 4); however, the work ratio (absorbed/produced) for RFS was statistically lower than for FFS
(0.55 vs. 0.59, g = 0.533). FFS increased positive work going from LOW to MED (+5%; p < 0.001,
g = 0.465) and from MED to HIGH (+6%; p < 0.001, g = 0.319); while negative work was not statistically
different from LOW (28.84 ± 5.8 Nm/kg/◦ ·100) and MED (29.21 ± 6.0 Nm/kg/◦ ·100; p = 0.327), but in
HIGH, negative work was higher than in both LOW (+9%; p < 0.001, g = 0.342) and MED (+8%;
p < 0.001, g = 0.299); however, net work in HIGH (20.4 ± 5.5 Nm/kg/◦ ·100) was similar (p = 0.781) to
MED (20.2 ± 5.0 Nm/kg/◦ ·100) and LOW (18.8 ± 6 Nm/kg/◦ ·100).
As for the correlation between energetic (work) measures (Table 1), FFS exhibited high negative
correlations values between Wabs and Wprod in all shoe conditions (rs ≤ −0.69), meaning that the more
work they absorbed during loading, the less work they needed to produce during the unloading
phase. RFS did not show such correlations; instead, they exhibited high positive correlations (rs ≥ 0.60)
between Wprod and Wnet, meaning that the net work increased as the produced work increased.
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Table 1. Correlations between moment–angle loop parameters (Spearman correlation coefficient rs). * represents statistically significant correlations (p < 0.05); **
represents statistically significant correlations (p < 0.01). Wabs : work absorbed. Wnet : net work. Wprod : work produced. Wratio : work ratio.
FFS

RFS

Slope LRP

Slope DP

Wabs

Wprod

Wnet

Wratio

Slope LRP

Slope DP

Wabs

Wprod

Wnet

Wratio

Slope ERP
Slope LRP
Slope DP
Wabs
Wprod
Wnet

−0.16

0.41
0.10

−0.41
0.47
−0.52

0.04
−0.22
0.09
−0.69 *

−0.46
0.26
−0.65 *
0.37
0.36

−0.39
0.38
−0.71 *
0.64 *
0.03
0.93 **

0.19

0.20
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−0.27
−0.03
−0.24
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−0.50
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−0.01
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−0.39
0.60
0.30
0.88 **
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Slope LRP
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0.55
−0.82 **
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−0.44
0.50
−0.08
0.86 **

0.19

0.42
0.67 *

−0.60
−0.01
−0.05

0.35
−0.07
−0.43
−0.61

0.29
−0.02
−0.47
−0.53
0.99 **

−0.02
0.20
−0.24
0.16
0.53
0.61

Slope ERP
Slope LRP
Slope DP
Wabs
Wprod
Wnet

0.95 **

0.84 **
0.89 **

−0.19
−0.22
−0.53

0.30
0.30
0.58
−0.93 **

0.71 *
0.65 *
0.58
−0.01
0.26

0.13
0.08
0.07
0.38
−0.16
0.61

0.09

−0.02
0.92 **

0.04
0.26
0.14

0.21
−0.08
−0.08
−0.52

0.27
0.21
0.15
0.19
0.64 *

0.31
0.43
0.25
0.66 *
0.21
0.79 **

LOW

MED

HIGH

g = 0.839) and med-MI shoes (−14%, p = 0.009, g = 0.674). RFS exhibited higher Wnet compared with
FFS (24.99 ± 1.25 versus 19.47 ± 1.25; p = 0.006, g = 4.420); Wnet increased with shoe MI index, with
runners in low-MI shoes exhibiting statistically lower Wnet (−12%; p = 0.007, g = 0.456) compared with
those in med MI-shoes, and compared with those in high-MI shoes (−20%; p = 0.028, g = 0.728).
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Figure 4. Mean and SD of ankle work for the three footwear conditions. Values are shown for positive
and negative work for FFS and RFS. Dashed lines across the bars indicate the net work. Horizontal
Figure 4. Mean and SD of ankle work for the three footwear conditions. Values are shown for positive
solid lines above and below the bar graph signify a statistically significant (p < 0.05) difference between
and negative work for FFS and RFS. Dashed lines across the bars indicate the net work. Horizontal
footwear conditions.
solid lines above and below the bar graph signify a statistically significant (p < 0.05) difference
between footwear conditions.
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where
ankle
HIGH, negative work was higher than in both LOW (+9%; p < 0.001, g = 0.342) and MED (+8%;
p<
dynamic stiffness increased as the shoe hardness decreased [34]. While increasing stiffness may be
functional in preventing excessive joint movement [35], it has been identified as a possible risk of
Achilles tendon injuries in runners [36].
The rearfoot strike loading technique generated more positive (produced) work by the ankle
joint. This confirms our hypothesis and is consistent with previous studies that found ankle plantar
flexor muscles to store more elastic energy (negative work) during the loading phase of fast running
(i.e., forefoot strike) compared with positive work during unloading [37,38]. The RFS group in our
study exhibited 34% higher net work compared with FFS (Table S2 and Table 1), which correlated
strongly with the work produced (Figure 3); indicating that there was more muscle energy produced
compared with elastic energy stored [39]. Efficient running is achieved by efficiently storing and
releasing elastic energy at each step; our results are in line with previous literature data that found
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FFS to store and return more elastic energy than RFS [40–42]. Despite this energetic advantage, FFS is
consistently reported to be energetically inefficient [43,44], probably because storing energy in passive
structures requires muscle contraction [45]. Therefore, it may be concluded that saving and releasing
energy in the plantarflexor muscles may not significantly reduce the whole-body metabolic cost of
running with a forefoot strike pattern [46].
The FFS group demonstrated a time-dependent ankle stiffness across the stance phase, especially
for the high-MI shoe condition, fulfilling our hypothesis. Furthermore, within the same shoe condition,
the FFS group had strong correlations between ankle stiffness (Kankle ) during both impact and
loading phases and net work (Wnet ). By controlling ankle stiffness, the work around the ankle was
modulated, probably to achieve a functional redistribution of loading along the lower limb joints [10,47].
Furthermore, Figure 3 indicates that the Kankle of FFS running in minimally supportive shoes is constant
through the impact, late rising (loading) and unloading subphases, suggesting that foot strike at
landing is a determinant for ankle dynamic stiffness not only at impact, but also during the loading
and unloading phases. A similar correlation has been found between the initial joint stiffness and
maximal stiffness during the stance phase of hopping [48]. One possible explanation for a constant
ankle stiffness is that in that configuration (ankle plantarflexion with minimal support) the ankle–foot
complex can express its spring-like function [49–51]; while increasing shoe support may introduce
a level of instability that requires a trade-off between the task-goals of energy recycling and stable
locomotion [52].
Shoe characteristics influenced the control of ankle dynamic stiffness. Both groups were able
to reduce ankle dynamic stiffness during impact and loading phase when wearing high-MI shoes
(Figure 2, Table S2). However, both groups also increased the work produced and absorbed, so that
the total net work done around the ankle during stance increased as a function of the shoe MI index
(Figure 4, Table S2). Control and modulation of these loads need a certain level of adaptability of both
the musculoskeletal and neuronal systems [53]. This may explain the high risk of certain injuries when
changing from low- to high-MI shoes [54] or from RFS to FFS patterns [55].
Limitations
We acknowledge that the energy absorbed or produced at the foot/ankle is not only associated
to flexion/extension, but also to foot/shoes deformation [56]. In addition, in this study, analysis was
limited to the ankle joint. Indeed, adding analysis on the work done around knee and hip would
have validated our assumption on leg-level force stabilization. Other limitations are the assumed
symmetry between dominant and nondominant leg. The modulation of joint dynamic stiffness and the
redistribution of joint work may vary if significant asymmetry exist [57].
5. Conclusions
In this study, we investigated the effect of habitual rearfoot strike loading pattern, and the assistance
of shoes, on ankle stiffness control. Our results suggested that RFS has reduced adaptability when
compared with FFS, but the constraint of this ability is dependent on the shoe worn. These findings
reiterate the idea that functional changes at joint level are important to define the redistribution of load
along the lower-limb kinetic chain in order to solve leg-level force control. Shoes with a low MI may
limit the ability to utilize the spring-like function of the ankle–foot complex, while shoes with high MI
may promote the exploitation of the system redundancy. However, further studies are warranted to
confirm the effect of shoes on ankle neuromuscular adaptations.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2076-3417/9/19/4100/s1,
Figure S1: Example of ankle moment–angle relationship for a FFS subject and a RFS subject for the normalized
stance phase from initial contact to toe-off. Table S1: Primary statistical results for differences between Groups,
Shoes, and Slopes for mean ankle stiffness (Kankle ), work produced (Wprod ), work absorbed (Wabs ), work net
(Wnet ), and work ratio (Wratio ). Table S2: Mean and (SD) for Groups, Shoes, and Slopes for mean ankle stiffness,
work produced (Wprod ), work absorbed (Wabs ), work net (Wnet ), and work ratio (Wratio ).
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Appendix A
Biomechanical Model
A set of retroreflective markers arranged in cluster setup were used to track 3D position of body
segments, while landmark-derived virtual markers and movement-derived virtual markers were
used to calibrate the position and orientation of the lower body skeletal system. Semirigid clusters of
4–5 markers were attached to lower-body segments so that the location of the cluster centroid was
minimally affected by muscular contraction and related mass deformation. To minimize effects of skin
movement artefact [58,59], we secured the semirigid clusters over extra-long neoprene bands made of
antimigration material that wrapped and fastened on the thigh and shank segments. Individual trunk
and pelvis retroreflective markers were placed over the 7th cervical vertebrae, sterno-clavicular notch,
10th thoracic vertebrae and posterior- and anterior-superior iliac spines. Virtual markers were used
to identify medial and lateral epicondyles of the femur and medial and lateral malleoli. A custom
version of the IOR multisegment foot model [60] was adopted for the foot marker setup. Retroreflective
markers were placed on calcanei, first metatarsal bases and heads, second metatarsal bases and heads,
navicular
bones
heads of the 5th metatarsals.
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Figure A1. (A) Magnets glued to bony landmarks; (B) Schematic representation of magnets
Figure
A1. (A) Magnets glued to bony landmarks; (B) Schematic representation of magnets interaction;
interaction; (C) markers placed over the sock, maintaining the same position; (D–F) markers position
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shoe conditions: Vibram® Five fingers (D), Mizuno® Wave Sonic (E), Mizuno® Wave Rider 21 (F).
21 (F).

Hip joint centre and knee joint axis of rotation were defined using functional movement trials
according to Camomilla and Cereatti [61], and Schwartz and Rozumalski [62]. A six-degrees of
freedom segment model was built for biomechanical analysis in Visual3D software (C-motion Inc.,
Rockville, MD, USA). Standard methods were used to calibrate segment pose from marker setup and
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Hip joint centre and knee joint axis of rotation were defined using functional movement trials
according to Camomilla and Cereatti [61], and Schwartz and Rozumalski [62]. A six-degrees of freedom
segment model was built for biomechanical analysis in Visual3D software (C-motion Inc., Rockville,
MD, USA). Standard methods were used to calibrate segment pose from marker setup and reconstruct
the subject biomechanical model in Visual3D. For joint rotations, we used a right-handed orthogonal
coordinate systems, where the z-axis represented the axial direction of the segment. The x-axis lied in
the frontal plane perpendicular to the z-axis. The y-axis lied on the sagittal plane in the antero-posterior
direction. In Visual3D, joint angles were calculated using an x–y–z Cardan–Euler sequence representing
flexion/extension, abduction/adduction and axial rotation of the thigh, shank and foot [63]. For the
pelvis, the Cardan sequence was reversed (z–y–x), as recommended by Baker [64]. Joint angles were
normalized to the subject static reference position, recorded as a “standing calibration trial”. For the
scope of this study, the segment movements of interest were those within the sagittal plane only
(i.e., flexion/extension rotations).
The force signal recorded was assigned to relevant foot segment based on detection software in
Visual3D. The estimated foot assigned to the force is based on the proximity between the location of
the centre of mass of the foot and the transverse plane location of the centre of pressure on the force
plate. Force signals were then used to compute joint moment (through inverse dynamic calculations)
represented in the joint coordinate system [65].
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